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HAVE YOUR
SAY
Why do you think
that IPL
tournament was
such a big hit?
● The timing

of IPL matches
were perfect as
we had our
summer vacations. I love
playing cricket
and after seeing
the IPL players
and their careers, my parents
wouldn’t mind me playing
instead of studying all the time.
Jonathan Roy
student, Ivy League academy

THAT

Rao pedals to plant 2.5m trees
IPSITA BHATTACHARYA

places he will interact with people
about important environmental
issues, like the need to plant trees.
“This is a part of UN environmental programme to save trees,”
says Rao, who is also the CEO of
Dolsun Media company. “I will
lose about 6,000 calories per day.
In return people will make a
pledge to plant trees. The HUDA
has promised that they will plant
2.5 million trees in Hyderabad.”
Rao goes on to add, “When you
are not watching TV, put off the
main switch. Instead of driving for
a kilometer or two, walk the distance. Little, little things like this
will make a tremendous impact on
our environment.”

HYDERABAD

U

nlike most people who just
talk about something for
the environment, filmmaker and a former student of London
School of Economics, Shrenik
Rao has decided to do something.
Planting trees is his passion.
On June 5, which happens to be
World Environment Day, Rao will
start cycling from Kanyakumari.
In a span of two months he will
cover about 4,000 km and his journey will end in Kashmir. He will
touch base with eight states and
two union territories; in total he
will be visiting about 120 places,
including Hyderabad. In all these

Shrenik Rao

FULL
OF
BRAINS

● IPL matches
were a very good
source of entertainment. In our
city there are not
many things to
do after you
come back from
work, so this was
the best way to
relax.
Y. S. Swami, businessman

IIT legend, Chukka
Ramaiah felicitates
Chaitanya
Residential High
School students, A.
Swarnalata and M.
Amareshwari who
stood first and
second respectively
in their school in
SSC exam, 2008.

● I am not very

fond of cricket
but I loved the
IPL format and
saw matches
with my husband. It was a
pleasant change
from watching
boring serials.
Vani P, housewife
●
The IPL
matches were
really interesting. Previously
only cricket fans
would enjoy test
matches
or
ODIs, but IPL
has something
for everyone.
Matches mostly started in the
evening so we could wrap up
work and enjoy them.
Manoj Agarwal,
Businessman

Next Question
Doctors and
engineers, upholders
of scientific knowledge are taking up
courses in astrology.
Send in your opinion
with a picture to
yoursay@
deccanmail.com with
Have Your Say in the
subject line.

Railway authorities
are being careless

W

28

hile travelling on the Thungabhadra
express (train number: 7607), I
came across this notification on the
walls of compartment number 97614 which
says, “To stop train, pull chain. One year
imprisonment or Rs 1000 fine for using it
with proper reason.” Instead of ‘without’,
they have painted ‘with’. This shows the
carelessness on the part of railway officials. I
request the authorities to be more careful.
G.S. Kumar,
Methodist Colony, Hyderabad

WE ARE WHAT WE
REPEATEDLY DO.
EXCELLENCE,
THEREFORE,
IS NOT AN ACT BUT A
HABIT.
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Filthy locality
irks residents

T

he road in front of
Nruptunga College leading
towards
street
No.1,
Lingampally-Kachiguda
Jain
temple, is in a sorry state.
One can hardly walk on these
roads. Huge pipes are lying
uncared for days, adjacent to an
electricity transformer and overflowing garbage. The contractors
have left construction waste
dumped on the ground. Added to
this, there are food joints in this
filthy environment where many
students eat. This can seriously
cause health damage. Even
though the GHMC authorities
pass these areas, it appears that
they are blind to the extremely
dirty and unhygienic condition of
the area.
I request the concerned authorities to immediately take action to
turn the area into a clean place.
Arvind Kulkarni,
Lingampally, Kachiguda

Colony flooded due
to broken pipeline

letters
Construction waste
makes area dirty

N

I

ext to the LV Prasad Eye Testing centre, near Ramnagar Gundu,
Vidyanagar, a drainage pipeline is
lying in a broken state for two weeks and the
area is flooded. As a resident of this locality,
the area surrounding my house is in an
extremely poor state. Water has accumulated
in the streets and it has also become a breeding ground for mosquitoes.
I request the authorities to arrange for a permanent solution to the problem.
S.V. Sheshaiyah,
Lalithnagar, Hyderabad

SBH ATM centre
needs a watchman

T

he SBH ATM of Kakatiya Nagar branch,
Tolichowki road badly needs a watchman.
Many people enter the ATM booth even
when someone is already inside while some
fight with others to enter it. I request the authorities to take appropriate action.
Tariq Zaidi,
via email

n our colony, a person had purchased
land for constructing a function hall. All
the construction waste has been dumped
on the road thus causing inconvenience to
the resident. We have lodged several complaints to concerned authorities (Grievance
Registration Numbers: 08TPG1039,
08ENG1083, 08TPG1040, 08VGL1001 on
www.ourmch.com), but there has been no
response. I request the concerned authorities to look into the matter and take immediate action.
Chandra Aiyer,
via email

Angry about something?
Have a grievance about a
civic matter?
Here is your chance to
highlight something you think is
important.
Write to us at :
Response, Deccan Chronicle, 36
SD Road, Sec’bad-500 003, or
e-mail us at response@deccanmail.com

